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RubyMotion: iOS Development with Ruby (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Make beautiful apps with beautiful code: use the elegant and concise Ruby programming language with RubyMotion to write truly native iOS apps with less code while having more fun. You'll learn the essentials of creating great apps, and by the end of this book, you'll have built a fully functional API-driven app. Whether you're a...
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Architecting the Industrial Internet: The architect's guide to designing Industrial Internet solutionsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the ins and outs of the Industrial Internet of Things through subjects ranging from its history and evolution, right up to what the future holds.


	About This Book

	
		Define solutions that can connect existing systems and newer cloud-based solutions to thousands of thousands of edge devices and...
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Python Reinforcement Learning Projects: Eight hands-on projects exploring reinforcement learning algorithms using TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithms using Python and its powerful libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement Q-learning and Markov models with Python and OpenAI
	
			Explore the power of TensorFlow to build self-learning models
	
			Eight AI...
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Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2003 Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2006
Almost five years ago, when I completed my sixth book, Scot Hillier’s COM+ Programming with Visual Basic (SAMS, 2000), I thought I was done with technical writing. Since then, I have seen some new technologies emerge, but...
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Roxio Easy Media Creator 8 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
What do you want to put on CDs or DVDs? Whether you need a backup archive for valuable business data or a personalized video library that rocks, you can do it with Roxio Easy Media Creator 8. Follow this handy guide to find the task you want to perform and make it happen, quickly and easily.
    Discover how to     


...
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Foundation Actionscript 3.0 Animation: Making Things Move!Friends of Ed, 2007
In this book, you'll learn
	All the ActionScript 3.0 (including math and trigonometry functions) and Flash rendering techniques you'll need to start animating with code
	Basic motion principles such as velocity, acceleration, friction, easing, and bouncing
	How to handle user interaction via the keyboard and...
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eBay Listings That Sell For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Discover the tricks top sellers use to grab attention   

   

   Create your own unique eBay selling pages with time-tested techniques   

   So you know your way around eBay, but you're not getting the highest bids for your items? Maybe your listings need a makeover! Here are all the...
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Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3DSybex, 2008
Learn all about Blender, the premier open-source 3D software, in Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3D. You will find step-by-step instructions for using Blender’s complex features and full-color visual examples with detailed descriptions of the processes. If you’re an advanced...
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Building Design and Construction Handbook, 6th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2000
A where-would-you-be-without-it handbook covering every single important step in building design and construction, now updated to include key changes in design and construction practices. Surveys materials, structures, soil mechanics and foundations, building types, hardware, insulation, acoustics, plumbing, and more--all the material that will...
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Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2009
Eclipse and the Rich Client Platform (RCP) together form a leading development platform. It provides a lightweight software component framework based on plug–ins. In addition to allowing Eclipse to be extended using other programming languages, it provides the key to the seamless integration of tools with Eclipse. The RPC gives Eclipse its...
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Valode & Pistre ArchitectsBirkhauser, 2006
The firm of Denis Valode and Jean Pistre, which has been practicing for 25 years, entered upon a new phase of its career in 1992, when the architects — in cooperation with the landscape architect Kathryn Gustafson — received the Equerre d’argent prize of the journal Le Moniteur for the L’Oréal corporate headquarters...
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PHP for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2009
Get started in web development using PHP. Even if you've never programmed before, author Jason Lengstorf introduces you to PHP by building a PHP-based blogging site while covering all the good coding practices and skills that you'll need when you start your own projects.
	Create web content with version 5.3 of...
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